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Abstract 

 We study the effects of a temporary Green QE, defined as a policy that temporarily 
tilts the central bank's balance sheet toward green bonds, i.e. bonds issued by firms in non-
polluting sectors. To this end, we merge a standard DSGE framework with an environmental 
model in which detrimental emissions increase the stock of pollution. Imperfect 
substitutability between green and brown bonds is a necessary condition for the effectiveness 
of Green QE. While a temporary Green QE is an effective tool for mitigating detrimental 
emissions, it has limited effects in reducing the stock of pollution, if pollutants, e.g. CO2, stay 
in the atmosphere for a long time. The welfare gains of Green QE are positive but small. 
Welfare gains are larger if the flow of emissions negatively affects the utility of households. 
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“Through our strategy review, we will determine where and how the issue of climate change and

the fight against climate change can actually have an impact on our policies”

— Christine Lagarde

1 Introduction1

In the last few years the scientific community has been increasing its warnings on

the fact that “planet Earth is facing climate emergency” (Ripple et al., 2017; Ripple

et al., 2020). The warnings of scientists have been attracting interest among the public

opinion, and several demonstrations have taken place all over the world, often led by

influential environmental activists. Scientists argue that the climate crisis is closely linked

to excessive consumption of the advanced economies, which feature the greatest per-

capita emissions of greenhouse gas. This fact establishes a challenging trade-off for policy

makers, who have the hard task to mitigate the adverse consequences of climate change

without jeopardizing economic growth.

Climate change is the standard example of a negative externality, which should be

addressed by an appropriate Pigovian tax.2 However, climate change is not a challenge

that can be solved in the short-term. As argued by Carney (2015), climate change is

a “tragedy of the horizon”, because its impact lies well beyond the horizon of most

actors. While the political costs of enacting environmental regulation and raising eco-

friendly taxes must be faced in the short term, the associated welfare and political gains

are likely to emerge only in the medium-long term, suggesting that political economics

arguments may play an important role. As an anecdotal example, the French Government

was forced to postpone the increase in the eco-tax on fuel, after several protests by the

so called “Yellow Vests”. If governments cannot raise taxes to tackle climate change,

independent institutions such as central banks may be better placed to face the climate

change challenge.

The aim of this paper is to enrich the debate on the role of central banks in fighting

climate change through the lens of a formal model. To this purpose, we merge the

workhorse DSGE framework with an environmental model: in this setup, we study the

1We thank our discussant Barbara Annicchiarico for her useful feedback. We are also grateful to
Katrin Assenmacher, Alessandro Cantelmo, Paola Di Casola, Gianluigi Ferrucci, Francesco Giovanardi,
Peter Karadi, Filippo Natoli, Stefano Neri, Salvatore Nisticò, Massimiliano Pisani, Andrea Papetti,
Francesco Paternò, Cosimo Petracchi, Luca Riva, Alessandro Secchi, Andrea Tiseno, seminar online
participants at the ECB, Bank of Italy, and Brown University, and conference participants at the 19th
Macroeconomic Dynamics Conference for their comments and suggestions. The opinions expressed in
this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Bank of Italy.

2For instance, this is the view by Rogoff (2019).
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macroeconomic and welfare consequences of the so called “Green Quantitative Easing”

(Green QE), defined as a central bank’s purchase of bonds issued by firms in non-polluting

sectors.

In the last decade, DSGE models have been commonly used to analyze the effects of

QE, defined as an asset purchase program of the central bank targeted to public or private

bonds (Curdia and Woodford, 2011; Gertler and Karadi, 2011; Chen et al., 2012; Gertler

and Karadi, 2013; Burlon et al., 2018). DSGE models have been also used to study

the effects of environmental policies. Heutel (2012), Annicchiarico and Di Dio (2015),

and Barrage (2020) are applications of the benchmark environmental setup of Nordhaus

(2008), which includes an economic and a geophysical sector. In these models, production

increases the flow of CO2 emissions, which fuel the stock of atmospheric carbon (or, more

generally, the stock of pollution). In turn, a higher atmospheric carbon reduces the total

factor productivity of the economy: as highlighted by Nordhaus (2008), pollutants such

as CO2 and other greenhouse gases are likely to affect the production possibilities of the

world economy through their positive effects on global temperature.3 Our model is the

result of merging the DSGE framework of Gertler and Karadi (2011), designed to study

QE, with the environmental model of Heutel (2012), designed to study environmental

policies over the business cycle.

In our model, we distinguish between two production sectors: the brown sector, whose

production generates damaging emissions, and a green sector, whose production is not

polluting. This assumption allows to distinguish between bonds issued by green firms

(green bonds) and bonds issued by brown firms (brown bonds). Bonds can be bought

by private banks and by the central bank. A leverage constraint prevents banks to

fully exploit the arbitrage opportunity between bonds and deposits from households: in

equilibrium, there is a spread between the bond and the deposit interest rate.

We define Green QE as a policy that tilts the central bank’s balance sheet toward

the green sector. We distinguish between two types of Green QE: a Green QE that does

not change the size of central bank’s balance sheet; a Green QE that increases the size of

central bank’s balance sheet. It is well known that QE can work only if Wallace Neutrality

is broken. As Wallace (1981) points out, the equilibrium path of output and prices is

independent from central bank’s balance sheet policies, unless there is something special

in central bank’s intermediation. In our model, QE does affect production, because

the central bank, as opposed to private banks, does not face leverage constraints. If

the central bank temporarily expands its balance sheet by increasing holding of green

and brown bonds, banks reduce their leverage, credit spread goes down, and output

3For example, higher temperature may damage agriculture and forestry, and it may cause coastal
flooding by increasing the sea level.
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grows. This is the mechanism at the heart of Gertler and Karadi (2011). If green and

brown bonds are perfect substitutes for banks, when the central bank temporarily tilts

the portfolio composition to green bonds keeping the size of the balance sheet constant,

production in both sectors is not affected. Without further assumptions, even in a model

where QE works, this balance-sheet neutral Green QE is not able to affect neither total

production nor damaging emissions. The intuition relies on a no-arbitrage condition. If

green and brown bonds are perfect substitutes for banks, their returns must be identical

as well. In this case, the portfolio rebalancing of the central bank determined by Green

QE is fully offset by a rebalancing of private banks in the opposite direction. Under this

scenario, Green QE only implies a transaction between private banks and the central

bank, with no macroeconomic or environmental effect.4 As a result of the same intuition,

a Green QE that increases the size of central bank’s balance sheet has the same effects

of a market-neutral QE.

In order to explore the role of Green QE, we make green and brown bonds imperfect

substitutes.5 We do so by introducing a quadratic cost whenever a bank changes the

composition of its portfolio with respect to the steady-state level.6 Under this hypothesis,

the share of bank’s green bonds out of bank’s total assets is a positive function of the

spread between green and brown bonds: the higher the interest rate paid by green bonds

relatively to brown bonds, the more banks invest in the green sector.

Having a model suited to study Green QE, we perform four experiments.

In the first experiment, we simulate a temporary Green QE shock. When the central

bank temporarily increases its share of green bonds, keeping constant total assets, the

interest rate paid by green (brown) firms decrease (increase). Banks are not able to

fully exploit the arbitrage opportunity, because changing the asset composition is costly:

a spread between brown and green interest rates opens up. Green firms face a lower

interest rate, increase capital and raise production. Brown firms face higher interest rate

and cut production: detrimental emissions are lower and decrease the stock of atmospheric

carbon. The production externality is reduced and total factor productivity increases.

From a quantitative perspective, Green QE is effective in reducing detrimental emissions.

However, the effects on the total stock of pollution and thus on TFP are negligible.

Our calibration, that we borrow from Nordhaus (2008) and Heutel (2012), implies that

4Bonds are issued by firms in every period: when the central bank invests in corporate bonds, either
it directly buys bonds from firms, or it buys bonds on the secondary markets from banks. The same
holds for banks: they can either directly buy bonds from firms or they can buy bonds from the central
bank.

5This assumption is consistent with the empirical evidence reported by Giovanardi et al. (2020), which
show that the spread between green and conventional bonds react to ECB announcements regarding
environmental policy.

6This friction is used extensively in DSGE models, in order to make different assets imperfect sub-
stitutes (see for instance Benigno, 2009 and Curdia and Woodford, 2011.)
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atmospheric carbon follows a highly persistent process: given that the Green QE shock is

temporary, emissions are lower only in the short run, bringing about a tiny reduction in

the stock of pollution. Moreover, the marginal TFP gain of reducing pollution is almost

0 close to the steady state: this results hinges on the small TFP loss caused by pollution

in the model by Nordhaus (2008), if steady-state pollution is set to current values.

In our second experiment, we simulate an increase in central bank’s total assets (a

QE shock) comparing two different scenarios. In the first scenario, we assume that

central bank’s purchases respect market neutrality. In the second scenario, we assume

that QE is entirely targeted to green bonds. We show that the difference between the

two scenarios is quantitatively mild both for macroeconomic variables and pollution. In

addition, even if QE is entirely targeted to green bonds, its expansionary effect also boosts

brown production in the first periods, driving a slightly higher rise in pollution.

In the third experiment, we design a Taylor rule for Green QE, assuming that the

fraction of central bank’s green assets endogenously respond to brown production. We

simulate a positive TFP shock, comparing the response of the economy with and without

the Green QE rule. We find again that Green QE is able to mitigate emissions, but the

quantitative impact on pollution is negligible.

In the fourth and final experiment, we assess the welfare implications and we show

three additional results. First, we compute the constant tax on brown production that

makes the steady state of the model equal to the steady-state of a social-planner econ-

omy. The tax is 0.4%, reflecting the low steady state-state pollution cost in the baseline

calibration: by increasing the cost of pollution, we get a much higher tax. We cannot do

this exercise with Green QE, because as other monetary policy instruments, in our model

Green QE has no effect in the steady state. Second, we compute numerically the constant

tax that optimizes welfare in an economy hit by positive and negative TFP shocks. The

optimal constant tax is in line with the previous exercise. Third, we compute numerically

the parameter of the Green QE rule that maximizes welfare after a positive TFP shock.

This parameter governs the elasticity of Green QE to brown production. We find that

the central bank should aggressively respond to brown production, though net welfare

gains are extremely small.

The main result of our study is that a temporary Green QE is able to affect detrimental

emissions in the brown sector, but it has small effects on the stock of atmospheric carbon.

The main reason is that climate change and pollution are structural problems, while a

temporary Green QE is an instrument that plays a role along the business-cycle, as other

monetary policy tools: a temporary Green QE struggles to affect a slow-moving variable

such as the stock of atmospheric carbon, which stay in the atmosphere for a long time.

Indeed, we also show that Green QE yields higher welfare gains if we increase the decay
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rate of pollution. Nevertheless, there are some important caveats that should be kept well

in mind. We have modeled a temporary as opposed to a permanent Green QE: the latter

could set the stage for a permanent lower size of the brown sector. Even if in most DSGE

models monetary neutrality holds in the long run, we believe that the central bank may

still be able to permanently affect the behavior of economic agents, through incentives

and moral suasion to invest more in the green sector. Monetary policy could also induce

green firms to invest more in R&D: as far as R&D investment increases long-run TFP,

monetary policy may have a permanent positive effect on the green sector. Moreover, a

temporary Green QE may still be useful along a transition from a steady state with high

emissions to a steady state with low emissions. We leave these considerations to feature

research.

We aim at building a bridge between two different streams of the literature. First,

our paper fits in the literature studying the effectiveness of QE in DSGE models. This

literature has flourished in the aftermath of the Great Recession, when central banks

around the world hit the zero-lower bound and started to implement large-scale asset

purchases. Curdia and Woodford (2011) compute central bank’s optimal balance sheet

policy in a New Keynesian model with two types of households (borrowers and savers).

Gertler and Karadi (2011) and Gertler and Karadi (2013) analyze the macroeconomic

effects and the desirability of the FED balance sheet’s policy in a DSGE model augmented

with a banking sector. In these three papers, central bank’s lending to the private sector

is an effective policy to reduce the credit spread. Chen et al. (2012) estimate a medium-

scale DSGE model with financial market segmentation, finding that the second FED

Large Scale Asset Purchase Program had very limited effects on output and inflation.

Burlon et al. (2018) study the interaction between the ECB Asset Purchase Programme

and macroprudential policy, in a large-scale model for the euro area.

Second, our paper fits in the literature studying climate-related issues in DSGE mod-

els. Fischer and Springborn (2011), Heutel (2012), and Angelopoulos et al. (2013) study

environmental policies in an RBC model, while Annicchiarico and Di Dio (2015) ana-

lyze these policy tools in a model with nominal rigidities. Bartocci and Pisani (2013)

assess the effects of taxing motor vehicle fuels for private transportation in the main

EU countries. Golosov et al. (2014) derive a simple formula for the optimal carbon tax.

Chan (2020) explores the interaction between standard macroeconomic policies (fiscal

and monetary) with carbon taxation. Barrage (2020) studies the interaction of carbon

taxes with other standard distortionary taxes. Giovanardi et al. (2020) analyze the ef-

fects of reducing the haircut applied by the central bank to green bonds that are used

as collateral in refinancing operations. In these papers, the climate/pollution external-

ity is an increasing function of total output: the externality either affects total factor
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productivity (as in Nordhaus, 2008), or enters directly the utility of households. The

papers closest to our work are Dafermos et al. (2018) and Diluiso et al. (2020). Using

a stock-flow-fund model, Dafermos et al. (2018) assess the financial and global warming

implications of Green QE. Unlike Dafermos et al. (2018), we use a microfunded DSGE

model to study Green QE. In a contemporaneous work, Diluiso et al. (2020) develop a

DSGE model to study the financial stability implications of climate change and of the

transition toward a green economy. In one experiment, they also study an expansion of

central bank’s balance sheets targeted to green assets, in response to a climate shock.

Unlike Diluiso et al. (2020), we exclusively focus on Green QE and we crucially assume

that banks cannot fully arbitrage green and brown bonds: this assumption is crucial for

Green QE to affect the spread between green and brown interest rates.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model. In Section

3 we analyze the transmission channel of Green QE. In Section 4 we carry out a welfare

analysis. In Section 5 we perform some robustness checks. Section 5 concludes.

2 Model

We merge the financial accelerator framework of Gertler and Karadi (2011) with the

environmental model of Heutel (2012), which in turn is a simplified version of Nordhaus

(2008).7 Unlike Gertler and Karadi (2011) and Heutel (2012), our model features two

production sectors: a brown sector, which generates a pollution externality affecting

total factor productivity; a green sector, which does not generate any externality.8 Two

different sectors are crucial to distinguish between green bonds and brown bonds. Green

and brown firms sell their goods to a continuum of intermediate firms. These firms

operate in monopolistic competition and are subject to price-adjustment costs. A final

good-firm combines the differentiated intermediate goods to produce a final good. The

final is good is bought by households for consumption and by capital producers, which

transform it in physical capital. Households can be either workers in green and brown

firms, or bankers. Bankers, collect deposit from households and grant loans to green and

brown firms. In what follows, we lay out the optimization problems of all the agents of

the model. We leave the full list of equations to the Appendix.

7The major difference between the two environmental models is the following. In Heutel (2012) all
the variables, including pollution, revert in the long-run in the steady state: this model is appropriate
for cycle analysis. Nordhaus (2008) is a growth model with a steady growth path for pollution: this
model is better suited for analysis of structural policies and their long-term impact.

8In Heutel (2012) all firms generate the pollution externality. In our model, only brown firms pollute.
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2.1 Households

There is a continuum of households of measure unity. In any period, a fraction 1−f of

households are workers, a fraction f are bankers. Every banker stays banker in the next

period with probability χ: in every period (1− χ) f bankers become worker. It is assumed

that (1− χ) f workers randomly become bankers and the proportion remains unchanged.

Each banker manages a bank and transfers profits to households. Different households

completely share idiosyncratic risk: this assumption allows to use the representative

household framework.

The representative household solves the following optimization problem:

max
{ct,ht,dt}∞t=0

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
(
c1−σt

1− σ
− h1+ϕt

1 + ϕ

)
s.t. ct + dHt =

rt−1
πt

dHt−1 + wtht − tt + Γt,

where ct denotes consumption of the final good; ht denotes hours worked; dHt is the sum

of bank deposits dt and public bonds dPt: both assets are expressed in real terms and

yield a nominal interest rate rt; wt is hourly real wage; πt is CPI gross inflation rate;

tt denote lump-sum taxes; Γt are profits from ownership of firms and net transfers from

banks. First-order conditions read:

hϕt c
σ
t = wt (1)

c−σt = βEt
(
c−σt+1

rt
πt+1

)
. (2)

2.2 Final-good firms

The representative final-good firm uses the following CES aggregator to produce the

final good yt:

yt =

[∫ 1

0

yt(i)
ε−1
ε di

] ε
ε−1

, (3)

where yt (i) is an intermediate good produced by intermediate firm i, whose price is pt (i).

The problem of the final-good firm is the following:

max
yt,{yt(i)}i∈[0,1]

ptyt −
∫ 1

0

pt(i)yt(i)di

s.t yt =

[∫ 1

0

yt(i)
ε−1
ε di

] ε
ε−1

,
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where pt is the CPI. This problem yields the following demand function ∀i:

yt(i) = yt

(
pt(i)

pt

)−ε
. (4)

2.3 Intermediate-good firms

There is a continuum of firms indexed by i producing a differentiated input using the

following linear function:

yt (i) = yIt (i) , (5)

where yIt is a CES aggregator of green production yGt and brown production yBt :

yIt (i) =

[
(1− ζ)

1
ξ
(
yGt (i)

) ξ−1
ξ + ζ

1
ξ
(
yBt (i)

) ξ−1
ξ

] ξ
ξ−1

. (6)

In order to choose the optimal input combination, intermediate firm i solves the following

intratemporal problem:

max
yBt ,y

G
t

[
(1− ζ)

1
ξ
(
yGt (i)

) ξ−1
ξ + ζ

1
ξ
(
yBt (i)

) ξ−1
ξ

] ξ
ξ−1

pGt y
G
t (i) + pBt y

B
t (i) = Yt (i) ,

where Yt (i) is a given level of production; pGt and pBt are the price of green and brown

production respectively, both expressed relatively to the CPI. The problem yields the

following demand functions:

yGt (i) = (1− ζ)

(
pGt
pIt

)−ξ
yIt (i) (7)

yBt (i) = ζ

(
pBt
pIt

)−ξ
yIt (i) , (8)

where pIt =
[
(1− ζ)

(
pGt
)1−ξ

+ ζ
(
pBt
)1−ξ] 1

1−ξ
is the real marginal cost of the firm.

Firms operate in monopolistic competition, so they set prices subject to the demand

of the final good firm (4). Firm i pays quadratic adjustment costs ACt (i) in nominal

terms, whenever it adjusts the growth of its price pt (i) with respect to the benchmark

level π:

ACt (i) =
κP
2

(
pt (i)

pt−1 (i)
− π

)2

ptyt.
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Firm i’s intertemporal maximization problem reads:

max
{pt(i)}∞t=0

E0

{
∞∑
t=0

βt
λt
λ0

[(
pt(i)

pt

)−ε(
pt (i)

pt
− pIt

)
yt −

κP
2

(
pt (i)

pt−1 (i)
− π

)2

yt

]}
,

where λt is the marginal utility of households. In a symmetric equilibrium, this problem

yields the standard Phillips Curve:

πt (πt − π) = βEt
[
λt+1

λt
πt+1 (πt+1 − π)

yt+1

yt

]
+

ε

κP

(
pIt −

ε− 1

ε

)
. (9)

2.4 Green and brown firms

Green and brown firms produce an output good that is used as an input by interme-

diate firms. Green firms use the following function to produce yGt :

yGt = At
(
kGt−1

)α
h
G(1−α)
t , (10)

where kGt and hGt are capital and labor used in the green sector; At is total factor produc-

tivity, which is endogenous. We explain in detail what drives total factor productivity in

Section 2.7. Green firms issue bonds bGt to finance capital expenditure:

bGt = qtk
G
t , (11)

where qt is the price of the capital good. The bond is expressed in real terms and pay a

real interest rate rGt . Green firms buy capital from capital producers, which in turn buy

back non-depreciated capital from green firms. In period t, profits ΓGt of green firms are

given by:

ΓGt = pGt y
G
t − wthGt − rGktkGt−1, (12)

where

rGkt ≡
[
rGt qt−1 − (1− δ) qt

]
(13)

is the rental rate of capital for green firms. First order conditions for green firms read:

wth
G
t = (1− α) pGt y

G
t (14)

rGktk
G
t−1 = αpGt y

G
t . (15)
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The brown sector is modeled analogously and it comprises the following equations:

yBt = At
(
kBt−1

)α
h
B(1−α)
t (16)

wth
B
t = (1− α) pBt y

B
t (17)

rBktk
B
t−1 = αpBt y

B
t (18)

bBt = qtk
B
t (19)

rBkt = rBt qt−1 − (1− δ) qt. (20)

2.5 Capital producers

Capital producers buy output produced by final-good firms and non-depreciated cap-

ital from intermediate firms, in order to produce physical capital. Capital is then pur-

chased by green and brown firms. Capital producers solve the following problem:

max
{it,kt}∞t=0

E0

{
∞∑
t=0

βt
λt
λ0

[qtkt − (1− δ) qtkt−1 − it]

}

s.t. kt = (1− δ) kt−1 +

[
1− κI

2

(
it
it−1
− 1

)2
]
it,

where kt is aggregate capital in the economy and it denotes investment. The first order

condition reads:

qt

{
1− κI

2

(
it
it−1
− 1

)2

− κI
it
it−1

(
it
it−1
− 1

)}
+ βEt

[
λt+1

λt
qt+1

(
it+1

it

)2

κI

(
it+1

it
− 1

)]
= 1.

(21)

2.6 Banks

There is a continuum of banks indexed by j. The balance sheet of bank j is given by:

bBFt (j) + bGFt (j) = nt (j) + dt (j) ,
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where bBFt (j) and bGFt (j) are green and brown bonds purchased by bank j; nt (j) is bank

j’s net worth, which accumulates trough profits:

nt (j) = rBt b
B
Ft−1 (j) + rGt b

G
Ft−1 (j)− rt−1

πt
dt−1 (j) +

− κFG
2
nt−1 (j)

(
bGFt−1 (j)

bFt−1 (j)
− b∗

)2

, (22)

where bFt (j) ≡ bBFt (j) + bGFt (j) denotes total assets of bank j. The last term in (22) is a

quadratic cost faced by the bank when the fraction of green bonds out of total bonds is

different from the steady-state level b∗. This friction is a reduced-form device to prevent

free arbitrage between green and brown bonds. We show that whenever κFG > 0, Green

QE can affect green and brown production.

Let βiΛt,t+i be the stochastic discount factor applying in t to earnings in t+ i, where

Λt,t+i ≡ λt+i
λt

. With probability (1− χ) banker j exits the market getting nt+1 (j) at the

beginning of period t+1: these resources are transferred to households. With probability

χ, banker j continues the activity, getting the continuation value. The value of bank j is

defined as follows:

Vjt (nt (j)) = maxEt

[
∞∑
i=0

(1− χ)χiβi+1Λt,t+1+int+1+i (j)

]
. (23)

Following Gertler and Karadi (2011), we assume that in every period bankers can

divert a fraction θ of available funds. If they do so, depositors can recover the remaining

fraction of the assets. Depositors are willing to lend to bankers if and only if the value

of the bank is not lower than the fraction of divertable funds:

Vjt (nt (j)) ≥ θbFt (j) . (24)

This friction prevents banks to increase assets indefinitely, by exploiting the spread be-

tween lending and borrowing rate. Crucially, Gertler and Karadi (2011) show that this

friction makes QE work. In Section 3.1, we argue that this friction is neither necessary

nor sufficient to make Green QE work. We still keep the friction because it makes sense

for us studying Green QE in a framework typically used to analyze QE.

We consider an equilibrium in which (24) is binding and every bank chooses the same

leverage ratios. The problem of banks is to maximize the value function (23) subject to

(22) and (24). The first order conditions for the bank read:
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lt =

Et
{
β λt+1

λt
νt+1

[(
rGt+1 − rBt+1

)
lGt + rt

πt+1
− κFG

2

(
lGt
lt
− b∗

)2]}
θ − Et

{
β λt+1

λt
νt+1

(
rBt+1 − rt

πt+1

)} (25)

κFG
lt

(
lGt
lt
− b∗

)
=

Et
{
β λt+1

λt
νt+1

(
rGt+1 − rBt+1

)}
Et
{
β λt+1

λt
νt+1

} , (26)

where lt ≡ bFt
nt

and lGt ≡
bGFt
nt

are the bank’s total leverage and green leverage ratio

respectively; νt can be interpreted as the bank’s discount factor:

νt = (1− χ) +

+χβEt

{
λt+1

λt
νt+1

[(
rGt+1 − rBt+1

)
lGt +

(
rBt+1 −

rt
πt+1

)
lt +

rt
πt+1

− κFG
2

(
lGt
lt
− b∗

)2
]}

.

(27)

Equation (26) is new compared to the literature. If κFG = 0, the spread between green

and brown bonds is zero in expectation: equation (25) would collapse to the expression

in Gertler and Karadi (2011). If κFG > 0, arbitrage between green and brown bonds is

not perfect: an increase in the spread between green and brown bonds induces banks to

replace brown bonds with green bonds. Given that changing asset composition is costly,

arbitrage does not necessarily brings back the spread to zero. A first-order approximation

of equation (26) yields:

(
b̃GFt − b̃Ft

)
= ηEt

(
rGt+1 − rBt+1

)
, (28)

where η ≡ l
κFG(1−ζ)

, variables with a tilde are expressed in percentage deviations from

steady state, variables without time subscript denote the steady-state value. Parameter

η gives the percentage increase in the share of green assets out of total banking assets

after a 100 basis points increase in the expected spread between green and brown bonds.

Aggregate net worth can be split between net worth of new bankers nyt and net worth

of old bankers not:

nt = not + nyt.

Since a fraction χ of bankers in period t− 1 survive until period t, it holds:

not = χ

[(
rGt − rBt

)
lGt−1 +

(
rBt −

rt−1
πt

)
lt−1 +

rt−1
πt
− κFG

2

(
lGt−1
lt−1
− b∗

)2
]
nt−1. (29)
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We assume that households transfer a share of assets of exiting bankers ι
1−χ to new

bankers, in order to start business:

nyt = ιbFt. (30)

Using (29) and (30) we can derive an expression for the evolution of aggregate bank net

worth:

nt = χ

[(
rGt − rBt

)
lGt−1 +

(
rBt −

rt−1
πt

)
lt−1 +

rt−1
πt
− κFG

2

(
lGt−1
lt−1
− b∗

)2
]
nt−1 + ιbFt.

(31)

2.7 Pollution externality

In order to capture the production effects on climate change, we adopt the setup

in Heutel (2012), which merges the baseline RBC model with a simplified version of

Nordhaus (2008).9 In the last version of the Dynamic Integrated model of Climate and

the Economy (DICE) by William Nordhaus,10 the geophysical sector is linked to the

economy as follows. Industrial CO2 emissions are an increasing function of production.

Higher emissions increase carbon in the atmosphere, which is also fueled by carbon in

the oceans and exogenous non-industrial emissions. Higher values of atmospheric carbon

raise the mean surface temperature, which in turn reduces total factor productivity. In

the DICE model, the pollution externality affects the economy only through TFP. As in

Angelopoulos et al. (2013) and Barrage (2020), pollution can directly affect the utility

function of households. As argued by Nordhaus (2008) and Heutel (2012), a utility

externality could be more appropriate for conventional pollutants that directly affect

health. Instead, CO2 and other greenhouse gases are more likely to affect productivity of

physical capital and labor inputs. We consider a utility cost of pollution in Section 5.1

Following Nordhaus (2008), we assume that total factor productivity in the green and

brown sectors is given by the following expression:

At = (1−Dt (xt)) at, (32)

where at is the exogenous component of TFP and follows an autoregressive process:

log (at) = (1− ρa) log (a) + ρa log (at−1) + vat , (33)

9Heutel’s model has been used in other papers to study the interaction between economic policies and
climate. For instance, Annicchiarico and Di Dio (2015) and Chan (2020) augment Heutel’s framework
with New Keynesian nominal rigidities.

10Available at https://sites.google.com/site/williamdnordhaus/dice-rice.
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and vat ∼ N (0, σ2
a) is a technology shock. Dt (xt) is the damage function, which is

increasing in atmospheric carbon (pollution) xt. We model the damage function as in

Heutel (2012):

Dt = d0 + d1xt + d2x
2
t . (34)

Compared to the DICE model, in Heutel (2012) (and in our setting), the output dam-

age is a function of atmospheric carbon. In the DICE model, the output damage is a

function of the mean surface temperature, which in turn depends on atmospheric carbon.

Atmospheric carbon is a stock variable that is fueled by carbon emissions in the domestic

economy (et) and in the rest of the world (erow):

xt = (1− δx)xt−1 + et + erow. (35)

Emissions are an increasing and concave function of brown production, as in Heutel

(2012):11

et =
(
yBt
)1−ψ

. (36)

2.8 Policy

We treat the central bank and the government as a single entity. As before, variables

without time subscript denote the steady-state level. We assume that investment in

private assets by the public sector is financed through public bonds dPt:

bGPt + bBPt = dPt, (37)

where bGPt and bBPt are green and brown bonds held by the public sector. A constant public

consumption g is financed through lump-sum taxes tt and intermediation profits:

g = tt +

(
rGt −

rt−1
πt

)
bGPt−1 +

(
rBt −

rt−1
πt

)
bBPt−1. (38)

The public sector has three independent instruments that can be targeted to reach dif-

ferent objectives and that can potentially be in conflict. The first one is the nominal

interest rate, set according to a standard Taylor rule:

rt
r

=
(rt−1

r

)ρr [(πt
π

)φπ (yt
y

)φy]1−ρr
, (39)

11Unlike Heutel (2012), we abstract from abatement technologies that can reduce the output loss from
emissions.
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where π is the inflation target. The second instrument is µt ≡ bPt
bt

, the share of bonds

held by the public sector, where bt ≡ bGt + bBt is the total amount of corporate bonds and

bPt ≡ bGPt + bBPt is the total amount of bonds held by the public sector. We assume a

Taylor rule for µt, which can be interpreted as QE policy:

µt
µ̄

=

(
µt−1
µ̄

)ρµ [(spGt
sp

)φµ (spBt
sp

)φµ]1−ρµ
exp (vqet ) , (40)

where µ̄ is the QE target and spGt and spBt are credit spreads over the risk-free interest

rate:

spGt = Et
[
rGt+1 −

rt
πt+1

]
(41)

spBt = Et
[
rBt+1 −

rt
πt+1

]
, (42)

and vqet ∼ N
(
0, σ2

qe

)
is a QE shock. As in Gertler and Karadi (2011), the rule targets the

financial friction of the banking sector, i.e. the spread between lending and deposit rates:

in this model bank can invest in two assets, therefore there exist two credit spreads.

The third instrument is Green QE. Define µGt ≡
bGPt
bPt

as the share of green bonds held

by the public sector. Green QE is set according to the following rule:

µGt
µ̄G

=

(
µGt−1
µ̄G

)ρG [(yBt
yB

)φG]1−ρG
exp (vgqet ) , (43)

where µ̄G is the Green QE target and vqet ∼ N
(
0, σ2

qe

)
is a Green QE shock. The

rule responds to the negative externality generated by the brown sector: when brown

production is high relatively to the steady state, the public sector buys green bonds and

sell brown bonds.

2.9 Market clearing

To close the model, we impose clearing in capital, labor, bond, and good markets.

Clearing in capital and labor markets read:

kt = kGt + kBt (44)

ht = hGt + hBt . (45)
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Clearing in the bond market:

bGt = bGFt + bGFt (46)

bBt = bBFt + bBPt. (47)

Clearing in the good market:

yt = ct + it + g +
κP
2

(πt − π)2 yt +
κFGnt−1

2

(
lGt−1
lt−1
− b∗

)2

. (48)

2.10 Calibration

The model is calibrated at the quarterly frequency. We calibrate the parameters

common in the New Keynesian literature to standard values. The parameters of the

banking sector are calibrated following Gertler and Karadi (2011). The parameters of

the environmental block are calibrated following Heutel (2012). Both these papers are

calibrated to the US. Unlike Heutel (2012), we set the steady-state value of x to 867

gigatons of atmospheric carbon, the value observed in 2018.12 This implies a steady-state

output loss of 0.7%. To match the steady state of x, we calibrate the weight of brown

output ζ in the production function to 0.15.13

Some parameters are specific to our model. We assume that the production function

of intermediate firms is a Cobb-Douglas in yB and yG: this implies ξ = 1. We set the

steady-state share of bonds held by the central bank to 0.1. We assume that the steady-

state asset composition of the central bank reflects market composition: this implies

µG = 0.85.14 We assume that QE and Green QE rules have same persistence of the

monetary policy rule. In the baseline scenario, we set the response of QE and Green QE

to their target variables to 0. An important parameter is the value of the adjustment

cost of the banking sector, κFG, which measures the costs of arbitraging between green

and brown bonds. The main message of our paper is that Green QE has small effects:

to be conservative, we set this parameter to a high value, in order to maximize the

potential effects of Green QE. Specifically, we assume that a reduction of 100 basis points

in the spread between green and brown bonds leads banks to reduce green bonds by

10% (keeping constant total bonds): we set κFG = 0.48 in order to have η = 10. This

arbitrage opportunity is in the higher end of estimates found in the literature.15 In some

12Heutel sets x to 800, the value observed in 2005.
13In Section 5.2 we try with a relatively high value for ζ.
14In Section 5.2 we choose a a relatively high value for ζ, which implies a lower value for µG
15Chen et al. (2012) estimate the elasticity of the amount of long-term bonds to the spread between

long- and short-term bonds: they find a value much lower than the value used in our model. In the
open-economy literature, the parameter governing the arbitrage between domestic and foreign bond is
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experiments, we set η = 0 (infinite adjustment costs) for illustrative purposes.

Parameter Description Value Notes

β Discount factor 0.99

σ Inverse of EIS 2

ϕ Inverse of Frisch elasticity 1

ε Elas. of subst. differentiated goods 6

α Share of capital in production 0.33

κP Price adjustment costs 26.8638 Price duration of 3/4 in Calvo

δ Depreciation rate 2.5%

ζ Weight of brown good 0.1485 To get x = 867

ξ Elas. of subst. brown-green good 1

κI Investment adjustment cost 2.48 Christiano et al. (2005)

θ Divertable proportion of assets 0.3847

χ Bank survival probability 0.972

ι Wealth for new banks 0.0021

κFG Bank adj. cost 0.4708 To get η = 10

d0 Constant in damage function 0.0014

d1 Linear term in damage function −6.6722× 10−6

d2 Quadratic term in damage function 1.4647× 10−8

ψ Convexity of emission function 0.304

δx Pollution depreciation 0.0021

erow Emissions in the rest of the world 1.3653 To get erow/e = 3

b∗ SS fraction of bank’s green bonds 0.8515

π SS inflation 1.005

µ, µG SS QE and GQE 0.1, 0.8515

g Public spending 0.2856 To get g/y = 0.2

φπ, φy Taylor rule coefficients 1.5, 0

φµ, φG QE and GQE coefficients 0

ρr, ρµ, ρG Inertia of rules 0.8

ρa Persistence of shocks 0.9

Table 1: Calibrated parameters.

typically calibrated to very small values (Benigno, 2009).
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3 Impulse Response Analysis

In this section we simulate three transitory shocks: a Green QE shock, a QE shock,

and a TFP shock, considering several scenarios. Impulse response functions are obtained

by solving the first-order approximation of the model around the deterministic steady

state.

Another interesting analysis could be studying the steady-state effects of Green QE

(i.e. modeling a permanent shift in the share of green bonds held by the central bank),

as opposed to temporary shocks. Our setup does not allow to study permanent effects of

monetary policy, both conventional and unconventional: as other standard DSGE models,

the steady state is independent from monetary policy variables. However, there could

be potential channels through which Green QE may have structural effects: we leave the

study of these channels to future research.16

3.1 When Green QE is effective

We simulate the effects of a 5% positive and temporary Green QE shock (vgqet = 0.05).

The size of central bank’s balance sheet is kept at the steady state µ, meaning that the

investment in green bonds is entirely financed through a reduction in brown bonds. The

increase in central bank’s green bond is persistent but not permanent, as specified by

equation (43). We plot the impulse response functions for three different values of η: ∞
(blue solid line, Figure 1), 10 (red dotted line, Figure 1), 0 (black dashed line, Figure 1).

If η →∞, banks do not pay adjustment costs when they change their asset composition

(κFG = 0): green and brown bonds are perfect substitutes, the central bank is not able to

affect the interest rates on these bonds. The increase in green bonds held by the central

bank is fully offset by the reduction of green bonds held by private banks. The irrelevance

of Green QE when green and brown bonds are perfect substitutes occurs even in a model

where QE is able to affect the real economy.

If green and brown bonds are not perfect substitutes, Green QE does have an effect on

macroeconomic and environmental variables.17 The increase in green bonds held by the

central bank reduces the interest rate paid by green firms: the spread between the interest

rate on green bonds and deposits decreases; the spread between interest rate on brown

bonds and deposit increases. Even if brown bonds pay a higher interest rate, banks do

16The central bank may induce the private sector to invest more in the green sector through moral
suasion. Moreover, conventional and unconventional monetary policy may also ave long-run effects, if
they are able to affect, also temporarily, investment in R&D.

17The assumption of imperfect substitutability is sufficient to make Green QE work: even in a model
with frictionless financial markets where a market-neutral QE does not have any effects, assuming im-
perfect substitution between green and brown bonds allows Green QE to affect the economy.
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not fully exploit the arbitrage opportunity, because changing asset composition is costly.

Capital expenses are lower for green firms, which rent more capital and produce more.

The opposite holds for brown firms, which reduce production. From a quantitative point

of view, the impact of green QE is small. Even in the scenario with infinite adjustment

costs (η = 0, black solid line in Figure 1), emissions fall on impact by 0.6%, and they

come back to the steady state after some years, given that the shock is transitory. The fall

in pollution is two orders of magnitude smaller, and much more persistent. The effects

on aggregate variables is invisible: the TFP rise resulting from a lower pollution barely

affects aggregate variables.

Why does Green QE have small effects on pollution? The economic intuition is

the following. In our model, atmospheric carbon follows an extremely persistent law of

motion: even large changes in the emission flows would have small effects on the pollution

stock on impact. Given that Green QE is transitory, emissions come back to the steady-

state after some quarters, implying that the medium-run effects on pollution are small

too. In addition, the damage function yields a steady-state output loss of only 0.7%,

much lower than the inefficiencies arising from monopolistic competition and financial

frictions. The low steady-state output loss also implies a low first derivative of damage

with respect to pollution. These implications rely on the calibration that we borrow from

Heutel (2012), who in turn builds on Nordhaus (2008). Their estimates imply that the

2018 value of atmospheric carbon (used to calibrate our model) yields a low output loss.

Output loss becomes bigger if atmospheric carbon reaches a value such that the mean

temperature increase with respect pre-industrial level is beyond 2◦. The combination of a

low effect of emissions on the pollution stock and a low effect of pollution on TFP explains

the extremely small impact of Green QE on macroeconomic variables.18 It is worthy

highlighting that, absent TFP damages, Green QE has no effect on aggregate variables,

regardless of the assumption on the substitutability between bonds: the reduction in

brown capital would be fully offset by an increase in green capital.

3.2 QE Shock: Green vs market neutral

We simulate the effects of a 10% temporary increase in central bank’s assets. We

compare two scenarios. In the first scenario the central bank does not change the asset

composition: QE is market neutral (blue solid line, Figure 2), because the intervention

does not affect the spread between green and brown bonds. This policy puts downward

pressure on the interest rate paid by green and brown firms, which both raise physical

capital and production: emission and pollution slightly rise. Banks reduce investment

18In Section 5.3 we consider a faster process for pollution and higher steady-state damage.
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in green and brown firms, in response to lower lending rates. Total output rises, driving

inflationary pressures: the policy rate increases and consumption is depressed on impact.

In the second scenario, the intervention is entirely targeted to green bonds (black

dotted line, Figure 2): this is a Green QE that increases the size of the central bank’s

balance sheet. We replace the Green QE rule (equation 43) with bPt = bP : brown bonds

held by the central bank remain in the steady state. Unlike the simulation in Figure 1

where the size of central bank’s assets is kept constant, the increase in green bond is not

offset by a reduction in brown bond, but it is financed with higher liabilities.19 When

brown and green bonds are imperfect substitutes (η = 10), the spread between green

and brown bonds slightly decreases. Banks reduce green and buy brown bonds, but not

enough to offset the central bank’s intervention: brown firms can finance lower capital

costs, and the rise in brown output and emissions are smaller. Although the intervention

is targeted exclusively to the green sector, in the first quarters emissions and pollution

increase, as a result of the economic expansion driven by unconventional monetary policy.

There is still a trade-off between business cycle and environment, even if the central bank

use highly “environmental friendly” monetary instruments. With regard to aggregate

macroeconomic variables, the difference between the two scenarios is in fact invisible:

this is the result of the tiny effects of Green QE, highlighted in Figure 1.

3.3 A Green QE rule

What is the role of Green QE in mitigating emissions during expansion periods? We

simulate the effects of an exogenous 1% increase in TFP and compare two scenarios.

In the first scenario, the Green QE rule is off (φG = 0 in equation 43). The effect

of the TFP shock is standard. Economic activity expands. Inflation falls as a result

of higher supply. Banking profits rise and the increase in net worth is higher than the

increase in lending: leverage ratio is lower, lending rates fall. The increase in TFP is

common to green and brown sectors: emission and pollution grow.

In the second scenario, we activate the Green QE rule with φG = 10: the rule pre-

scribes an increase in the share of central banks’ green assets by 10% if brown output

rises by 1%. Procyclical Green QE partially mitigates the brown output increase and

the resulting emissions. The transmission mechanism is now well understood: banks face

a reduction in the green-brown spread and change their portfolio toward brown bonds.

This shift does not offset the central bank’s intervention as a result of adjustment costs

(we keep η = 10). Brown firms reduce capital, despite the increase in TFP. The rise in

capital is amplified for green firms.

19Central bank’s liabilities are public bonds: we are assuming a cashless economy where the govern-
ment and the central bank are a single entity.
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Green QE Shock

Figure 1: IRFs to a 5% positive GQE shock. Responses are in log-deviations from the steady state,
except for inflation and spreads, whose response is in quarterly percent deviations from the steady state
reported at annual rates. Blue solid line: η →∞ (no adjustment cost). Red dotted line: η = 10. Black
dashed line: η = 0 (infinite adjustment costs).
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QE Targeted to Green Bonds

Figure 2: IRFs to a 10% positive QE shock. Responses are in log-deviations from the steady state,
except for inflation and spreads, whose response is in quarterly percent deviations from the steady state
reported at annual rates. Blue solid line: the composition of green and brown bonds in central bank’s
balance sheet does not change. Black dashed line: QE is entirely targeted to green bonds.
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TFP Shock and Endogenous GQE

Figure 3: IRFs to a 1% positive TFP shock. Responses are in log-deviations from the steady state,
except for inflation and spreads, whose response is in quarterly percent deviations from the steady state
reported at annual rates. Blue solid line: Green QE does not respond. Black dashed line: Green QE
responds to brown production with φG = 10.
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4 Welfare Analysis

4.1 The efficient allocation

Our model features both inefficiencies that affect the steady state (static) and inef-

ficiencies that affect the dynamics of the model (dynamic). Static inefficiencies include:

IA) monopolistic competition, which creates a wedge between the marginal product and

the marginal cost of inputs used by intermediate-good firms. IB) The banking friction,

which opens up a credit spread between the marginal product of capital and the stochas-

tic discount rate. Dynamic inefficiencies include: IIA) price adjustment costs. IIB) A

time-varying credit spread (see friction IB). IIC) Bank adjustment costs. Finally, the

pollution externality affects both the steady state and the dynamics. Frictions IA and

IIA are standard in New Keynesian models, to study the role of monetary policy. Fric-

tions IB and IIB are common in models studying the effect of QE (or macroprudential

policy). We introduce IIC and the pollution externality in order to analyze the effects of

Green QE.

We characterize the problem of a social planner that is not subject to any of these

frictions and internalizes the pollution externality. We label the social planner’s allocation

as the efficient allocation and we use the subscript e to denote these variables. The social

planner solves the following problem:

max
{cet,iet,hGet,hBet,kBet,kGet,yBet,yGet,xet}∞t=0

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt

(
c1−σet

1− σ
−
(
hBet + hGet

)1+ϕ
1 + ϕ

)

s.t.



cet + iet + g =
[
(1− ζ)

1
ξ
(
yGet
) ξ−1

ξ + ζ
1
ξ
(
yBet
) ξ−1

ξ

] ξ
ξ−1

λt

kGet + kBet = (1− δ)
(
kGet−1 + kBet−1

)
+

[
1− κI

2

(
iet
iet−1
− 1
)2]

iet λetqet

yGet = [1− (d0 + d1xet + d2x
2
et)] at

(
kGet−1

)α
h
G(1−α)
et λetp

G
et

yBet = [1− (d0 + d1xet + d2x
2
et)] at

(
kBet−1

)α
h
B(1−α)
et λetp

B
et

xet = (1− δx)xet−1 +
(
yBet
)1−ψ

+ erow −λetpxet,

where on the right of each constraint we have placed the associated multiplier. The first

constraint is the resource constraint: consumption (private and public) plus investment

equals the production function of the final good.20 The second constraint is the law of

20We have already imposed that the social planner produces the same amount of each intermediate
good. This implies that by equation (3) the amount of the final good yt is equal to the amount of every
intermediate good yIt (i). Given the concavity of the CES aggregator in equation (3), choosing the same
amount of every intermediate good is indeed optimal.
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motion of capital. The third and the fourth constraint are the production function of

green and brown firms. The last constraint is the law of motion of atmospheric carbon.

The optimality conditions with respect to brown output implies:21

pBet = ζ
1
ξ

(
yBet
yt

)− 1
ξ

− (1− ψ)
(
yBet
)−ψ

pxet, (49)

where pXt is the social cost of pollution, given by the first-order condition on xt:

pxet =
(d1 + 2d2xt)

[1− (d0 + d1xt + d2x2et)]

(
pGety

G
et + pBety

B
et

)
+ β (1− δx)Et

[(
cet
cet+1

)σ
pxet+1

]
. (50)

The competitive-equilibrium counterpart of equations (49) is the following:

pBt
pIt

= ζ
1
ξ

(
yBt
yt

)− 1
ξ

. (51)

Equation (49) states that the shadow value of brown production pBet has to be equal

to the marginal product of brown production minus the marginal cost of the pollution

externality, captured by the social cost of pollution pxet. Equation (50) is a Euler equation

for pollution: the marginal cost of having an additional unit of pollution today is equal

to the marginal damage on TFP plus the future discounted cost of an additional unit of

pollution in the next period, net of depreciation.

In the competitive equilibrium (equation 51), the pollution externality is not internal-

ized. In addition, monopolistic competition and price rigidities introduce a time-varying

wedge (pIt ) between the marginal cost and the marginal product of brown output. In

the competitive equilibrium, the pIt wedge applies also to the green-output counterpart

of equation (51).

4.2 Permanent policy

Before studying the welfare gains of Green QE, it is useful to compute the welfare gains

of Pigovian constant taxes/subsidies. We assume that the social planner has three tax

instruments available. The social planner can tax i) the capital costs of green and brown

firm (instrument τK); the cost of brown and green inputs for intermediate firms (τY );

the cost of brown input only for intermediate firms (instrument τB). The first two tax

instruments address the credit-spread and the the monopolistic-competition inefficiency,

respectively. The third tax rate addresses the pollution externality.

First, we compute the constant tax rates that make the steady state of the competitive

21The full set of efficient conditions is in the Appendix.
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equilibrium equal to the steady state of the efficient allocation. Second we compute

numerically the constant tax rates that maximize welfare outside the steady state.

4.2.1 Deterministic Steady State

The following tax rates make the deterministic steady state of the competitive equi-

librium equal to the steady state of the efficient allocation.

τ ∗Y = −1

ε
= −16.7% (52)

τ ∗K =

1
β
− (1− δ)

sp+ 1
β
− (1− δ)

− 1 = −6.7% (53)

τ ∗B =
1

1− (1− ψ) (yBe )−ψ pxe

(
yBe
ζye

) 1
ξ

− 1 = 0.4%. (54)

Optimal τY is standard in New Keynesian models that assume an efficient steady-state.

The tax is negative, meaning that intermediate firms are subsidized to increase produc-

tion. If ε → ∞, differentiated goods are perfect substitutes, which implies that firms

operate in perfect competition and optimal tax is 0.

Optimal τK is also negative, meaning that green and brown firms are subsidized in

order to undo the credit-spread friction. If steady-state spread sp is 0, optimal τK is also

0.

Optimal τB internalizes the externality of brown output. The tax increases in the

marginal damage of brown output (1− ψ)
(
yB
)−ψ

; it increases in the marginal cost of

pollution pxe ; it decreases in the marginal product of brown output
(
yBe
ζye

)− 1
ξ
: if by in-

creasing brown output, intermediate firms can substantially expand intermediate output,

the social planner is less willing to tax. The tax is small in absolute value, compared

to the other two subsidies. This is the result of the relatively low output loss in Nord-

haus (2008), using current values of atmospheric carbon: in a steady-state without taxes,

pollution generates a damage equal to 0.7% of output in our model. The output loss of

monopolistic competition and leverage constraints are much bigger. This result changes

if we calibrated the model using a higher steady state value for atmospheric carbon x.

4.2.2 Dynamics

What is the optimal constant tax on brown production, in an economy hit by TFP

shocks? To address this question, we take a second order approximation of the model

around the deterministic steady state, under TFP shocks only. We assume a standard
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deviation of TFP shocks equal to 1%. We set τK = τ ∗K and τY = τ ∗Y . We numerically

search for the τB that maximizes expected welfare, conditional on being in the stochastic

steady before the implementation of the tax.22 By maximizing expected conditional

welfare, we are taking into account the transitional dynamics from the starting point (i.e.

the stochastic steady state) to the equilibrium under the new policy. Conditional welfare

is defined as follows:

W0 =

(
c1−σ0

1− σ
− h1+ϕ0

1 + ϕ

)
+ βE0 (W1) , (55)

where in period 0 the economy is in the stochastic steady state. The resulting optimal

τB is 0.4%, equal to the value that makes the steady state of the competitive equilibrium

equal to the steady-state efficient allocation. This tax yields a welfare gain of 0.0002%

in terms of steady-state consumption equivalent: this low value reflects the small output

cost of pollution in our model. If we start from a steady state with a high value of

atmospheric carbon the optimal tax rate and welfare gains would be much higher.

One possible experiment could be comparing the welfare gain of the brown tax with

the welfare gain of Green QE. The tax considered in this section is constant: a fair

comparison would be between the optimal constant brown tax and the optimal constant

share of green bonds held by the central bank (µG). However, in this model Green QE

does not have any effect in the long run, given that in the long run bank adjustment

costs are 0: it is easy to verify that the steady state of aggregate variables like output

and consumption is not affected by µG.23

4.3 Cyclical policy

How much should the central bank buy green and sell brown bonds, when brown

production increases? In this section, we address this question through the following

thought experiment. We take an approximation of the model around the deterministic

steady state and we consider the same welfare function in equation (55). We numerically

search for the Green QE parameter φG that maximizes the welfare impact response to a

one-standard-deviation positive TFP shock. This exercise is different from the common

practice of optimizing simple rules by maximizing welfare conditional on future shocks,

both positive and negative. We choose this approach because we see Green QE as a

policy tool available during expansion periods only. Otherwise, the central bank should

buy brown and sell green bonds during recessions: such a policy would be politically

22The stochastic steady state is defined as the equilibrium after a long period without shocks, but
assuming that agents know that in the future TFP shocks could still happen. Instead, in the deterministic
steady state there is no uncertainty and all current and future shocks are set to 0.

23Notice that also in Gertler and Karadi (2011) and Chen et al. (2012), the steady state of the model
is independent from the size of central bank balance sheet.
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hard to support and ethically questionable. This approach is similar in spirit to Gertler

and Karadi (2011)’s welfare analysis: in computing the optimal QE policy, the authors

only consider a crisis episode. Similarly, we consider an expansion period in which brown

production increases. We find that during a TFP-driven expansion, the central bank

should aggressively respond to the brown output rise by selling brown bonds and buying

green bonds. The optimal φG is the upper bound of the grid even when the upper bound is

higher than 100. Such high values are of little use for policy makers: a value of 100 implies

that a 0.2% increase in brown production would induce the central bank to increase the

green bond share µGt by 20%, and thus to hold only green bonds, according to our baseline

calibration. As in Gertler and Karadi (2011), given that we are simulating a single event,

we define the consumption equivalent as the percentage gain in consumption in the first

four quarters that would make welfare under no Green QE equal to welfare under optimal

Green QE. With φG = 100, this measure of consumption equivalent is small, around to

0.002% of steady-state consumption.24 The low welfare gain is the result of two features

of the model: the low output loss of pollution; the extremely persistent law of motion of

atmospheric carbon, whereby a temporary policy such as Green QE is not appropriate.

Unlike Gertler and Karadi (2011), we are not imposing any inefficiency cost from central

bank’s intermediation. The presence of these costs would further undermine the case for

Green QE.

5 Sensitivity Analysis

5.1 Utility externality

In our model, Green QE is potentially effective in the short term and it is neutral in

the long term. So far, the pollutant considered in this model is carbon dioxide, a stock

pollutant which remains in the atmosphere for several decades. In this paragraph we

consider pollutants such as sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides, which are flow pollutants at

the quarterly frequency. We assume that these pollutants are detrimental for the health

of households, introducing the following cost in the utility function:

Costt = − ω1

1 + ω2

y
B(1+ω2)
t ,

24In this welfare exercise, we are approximating the model at the first order. At the second order, we
would need to use the so called “pruning”, to keep the model stationary, as it is normally done by the
literature. However, given the tiny welfare gains that we find, this procedure would make our welfare
results unreliable. Given that we are carrying out a welfare analysis under a single expansions and not
under a long series of positive and negative shocks, we believe that a first-order approximation is enough
for our purpose.
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which is increasing in brown production. The utility cost is not internalized by house-

holds, so the impulse response functions of macroeconomic and environmental variables

do not change. Results of the welfare analysis quantitatively changes. Calibrating the

parameters of the cost function is not obvious and we experiment different values (Table

2). For each combination of parameters we report the following results: the steady-state

consumption cost of brown production (third row); the tax on brown output that would

equalize the steady-state of the competitive equilibrium with the steady state of the so-

cial planner, as in Section 4.2.1 (fourth column); the optimal tax outside the steady state

and the associated consumption gain, as done in Section 4.2.2 (fifth column); the welfare

gain of Green QE during an expansion, measured as in Section 4.3 (sixth column). We

keep the baseline TFP damage of atmospheric carbon and we set the adjustment costs

to η = 10. The first row of Table 2 reports the baseline calibration with no utility cost:

taxes are still positive as a result of the TFP cost of pollution. The welfare gain of Green

QE during an expansion becomes substantial when the utility cost of pollution is around

5%: for the same utility cost (fifth vs sixth row), the welfare gain of Green QE is higher

if the cost function is more convex. This analysis shows that cyclical Green QE may

feature relevant welfare gains, if pollution is modeled as a flow variable.

ω1 ω2 Cost Tax (SS) Tax (Dyn) & Gain Green QE Gain

0 0 0 0.4% 0.4%, Gain: 0.0002% 0.002%

0.01 0 0.51% 1.8% 1.8%, Gain: 0.004% 0.011%

0.01 1 0.13% 1.1% 1.1%, Gain: 0.002% 0.007%

0.1 0 5.41% 15.3% 15.1%, Gain: 0.244% 0.085%

0.39 1 5.41% 26.4% 26.2%, Gain: 0.786% 0.168%

Table 2: Pollution in the utility function.

5.2 Brown-sector size

In the baseline calibration, we set parameter ζ in order to match a given steady state

of pollution. The resulting value is 0.1485, which implies a low share for the brown

sector. In this paragraph we set ζ = 0.9. We introduce a new parameter κB in the

emission function as follows:

et = κB
(
yBt
)1−ψ

. (56)

We set κB to 0.2854, in order to have a steady-state pollution of 867 gigatons of

carbon, as in the baseline calibration. We consider three scenarios.25 The first scenario is

the baseline calibration, where ζ is low (Figure 4, blue solid line). In the second scenario,

25In all scenario, we set infinite adjustment costs.
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we set ζ to 0.9 (Figure 4, black dashed line). Under this calibration, the central bank

holds only 10% of green bonds in its portfolio. When the allocation between green bonds

and brown bonds is 10− 90%, a percentage share increase by 5% in green bonds implies

that allocation becomes 10.5 − 89.5%: this is a small shock and the reduction of brown

output is negligible. This induces us to increase the size of the shock by 10 times in the

third scenario (Figure 4, red dotted line). Green production rises, given the size of the

shock. Brown production falls by less compared to the baseline calibration, given the

smaller reduction in brown bonds, even under a Green QE shock of 50%. By further

increasing the shock, we could obtain a larger fall in brown output. However, parameter

ζ does not seem relevant in driving our results.

5.3 Damage and pollution persistence

In the impulse-response analysis we argue that the low effects of Green QE rely on

the low steady-state damage and on the high persistence of the pollution process. In

this paragraph we increase the steady-state damage and we reduce the decay rate of

pollution. We plot a Green QE shock under three scenarios. In the first scenario, we

use the baseline calibration (Figure 5, blue solid line). In the second scenario (Figure 5,

red dotted line), we set the decay rate of pollution to 0.5: this value is arbitrarily low to

show how results change with a fast law of motion of pollution.26 A fast law of motion

increases the impact derivative of pollution with respect to emissions: pollution falls by

0.1% on impact. However, the low derivative of damage with respect to pollution results

in a negligible output effects. In the third scenario (Figure 5, black dashed line), we keep

δx = 0.5 and we modify the damage function (equation 34) as follows:

Dt = d3
(
d0 + d1xt + d2x

2
t

)
. (57)

We set d3 = 7.5, implying a big steady-state damage (about 5% of TFP) and a higher

derivative of TFP damage with respect to pollution. The output gain is larger compared

to the previous scenarios, but still quite low: on impact output rises by about 0.012%.27

In this paragraph we have shown that the decay rate of pollution and the steady-state

damage are two important factors in shaping the impulse response function to a Green

QE shock. Nevertheless, even when we force these parameters to extreme values, output

26A decay rate of 0.5 implies a half-life of atmospheric carbon of one quarter. In the baseline calibra-
tion, the decay rate implies a half-life of atmospheric carbon of 83 years, as in Heutel (2012). Moore III
and Braswell (1994) estimate the half-life of atmospheric carbon dioxide between 19 and 92 years.

27In all scenarios we set infinite adjustment costs, we keep ζ = 0.1485 and we adjust κB accordingly.
In the first scenario κB = 1, as in the baseline calibration. In the second scenario κB = 238. In the third
scenario κB = 246.
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gains are still very low.

Green QE shock: different brown sector sizes

Figure 4: IRFs to a positive GQE shock. Responses are in log-deviations from the steady state, except
for inflation and spreads, whose response is in quarterly percent deviations from the steady state reported
at annual rates. Blue solid line: ζ = 0.1485, the shock is 5%. Red dotted line: ζ = 0.9, the shock is 50%.
Black dashed line: ζ = 0.9, the shock is 5%.
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Green QE Shock: different persistence and damage of pollution

Figure 5: IRFs to a 50% positive GQE shock. Responses are in log-deviations from the steady state,
except for inflation and spreads, whose response is in quarterly percent deviations from the steady state
reported at annual rates. Blue solid line: d3 = 1 and δx = 0.9979. Red dotted line: d3 = 1 and δx = 0.5.
Black dashed line: d3 = 7.5 and δx = 0.5.
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6 Concluding Remarks

We have set up a model to study the effects of a temporary Green QE on macroeco-

nomic and environmental variables. We show that a necessary condition for Green QE to

be effective is that green and brown bonds are imperfect substitutes. Under the hypoth-

esis of imperfect substitutability, our results point out that Green QE is able to reduce

the flow of detrimental emissions, even if the effect is not large. Given that we model a

temporary Green QE, emissions come back to the steady state after some quarters, only

slightly affecting the stock of pollution, which is extremely persistent. We also find that

if the flow of emissions enter directly the utility function or pollution follows a faster law

of motion, Green QE is more effective.

We believe that climate change is a serious challenge that should be carefully addressed

by policy makers around the world. Our results do not imply that climate change is a

minor concern. Our findings do imply that a temporary Green QE is an imperfect

instrument in affecting slow-moving variables such as atmospheric carbon.

This is a first tentative to model Green QE in a standard macroeconomic framework.

We invite the reader to cautiously interpret our results, with some caveats that should

be kept well in mind. As in other DSGE models, in our setup monetary policy does

not have permanent effects on the real economy, and we cannot study the effects of a

permanent Green QE. However, it is possible that the central bank may still be able

to affect the long-run behavior of economic agents, through other incentives or moral

suasion. Moreover, we do not take into account that a temporary Green QE may still be

useful along a transition between a steady state with high emissions and a steady state

with low emissions. Our framework could be extended to study scenarios where Green QE

may have long-run effects. If abatement technologies that permanently reduce emissions

are available, one could compare different policies to finance these investments: is it better

financing green investment with taxes, with debt or with central bank’s instruments? We

leave these issues for future research.
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Appendix

A Model Equations

There are 45 equations for 45 endogenous variables:

Xt ≡
[
λt, ct, r

G
kt, r

B
kt, wt, ht, h

B
t , h

G
t yt, kt, k

B
t , k

G
t , qt, it, rt, p

I
t , πt, y

B
t , y

G
t , p

G
t , p

B
t , nt, νt, lt

lGt , sp
B
t , sp

G
t , sp

GB
t , rBt , r

G
t , bt, b

G
t , b

B
t , bFt, bPt, b

G
Ft, b

B
Ft, b

G
Pt, b

B
Pt, µt, µ

G
t , At, xt, et, at

]
.

The model features 3 exogenous shocks:

vt ≡ [vat , v
qe
t , v

gqe
t ] .

The 45 equations are the following. Marginal utility of consumption:

λt = c−σt . (A.1)

Euler equation:

1 = βEt
(
λt+1

λt

rt
πt+1

)
. (A.2)

Labor supply:

ht = λtwt. (A.3)

Law of motion of capital:

kt = (1− δ) kt−1 +

[
1− κI

2

(
it
it−1
− 1

)2
]
it. (A.4)

Tobin Q:

1 = qt

{
1− κI

2

(
it
it−1
− 1

)2

− κI
it
it−1

(
it
it−1
− 1

)}
+

+βEt

[
λt+1

λt
qt+1

(
it+1

it

)2

κI

(
it+1

it
− 1

)]
(A.5)
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Demand of green and brown output by intermediate firms:

yGt = (1− ζ)

(
pGt
pIt

)−ξ
yt (A.6)

yBt = ζ

(
pBt
pIt

)−ξ
yt. (A.7)

Production function of intermediate firms:

yt =

[
(1− ζ)

1
ξ
(
yGt
) ξ−1

ξ + ζ
1
ξ
(
yBt
) ξ−1

ξ

] ξ
ξ−1

. (A.8)

If ξ = 1, the production function takes the following form:

yt =
(
yGt
)1−ζ (

yBt
)ζ
.

Phillips curve:

πt (πt − π) = βEt
[
λt+1

λt
πt+1 (πt+1 − π)

yt+1

yt

]
+

ε

κP

(
pIt −

ε− 1

ε

)
. (A.9)

Production function of green and brown output

yGt = At
(
kGt−1

)α
h
G(1−α)
t (A.10)

yBt = At
(
kBt−1

)α
h
B(1−α)
t . (A.11)

Labor demand:

(1− α) pGt y
G
t = wth

G
t (A.12)

(1− α) pBt y
B
t = wth

B
t . (A.13)

Capital demand:

αpGt y
G
t = rGktk

G
t−1 (A.14)

αpBt y
B
t = rBktk

B
t−1. (A.15)
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Rental rate of capital:

rGkt =
[
rGt qt−1 − (1− δ) qt

]
(A.16)

rBkt =
[
rBt qt−1 − (1− δ) qt

]
. (A.17)

Optimal leverage:

lt =

Et
{
β λt+1

λt
νt+1

[(
rGt+1 − rBt+1

)
lGt + rt

πt+1
− κFG

2

(
lGt
lt
− b∗

)2]}
θ − Et

{
β λt+1

λt
νt+1

(
rBt+1 − rt

πt+1

)} . (A.18)

Definition of leverage:

lt =
bFt
nt
. (A.19)

Bank’s assets:

bFt = bGFt + bBFt. (A.20)

Evolution of net worth:

nt = χ

[(
rGt − rBt

)
lGt−1 +

(
rBt −

rt−1
πt

)
lt−1 +

rt−1
πt
− κFG

2

(
lGt−1
lt−1
− b∗

)2
]
nt−1 + ιbFt.

(A.21)

Bank’s discount factor:

νt = (1− χ) + (A.22)

+χβEt

{
λt+1

λt
νt+1

[(
rGt+1 − rBt+1

)
lGt +

(
rBt+1 −

rt
πt+1

)
lt +

rt
πt+1

− κFG
2

(
lGt
lt
− b∗

)2
]}

.

Arbitrage condition:

κFG
lt

(
lGt
lt
− b∗

)
=

Et
{
β λt+1

λt
νt+1

(
rGt+1 − rBt+1

)}
Et
{
β λt+1

λt
νt+1

} (A.23)
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Spread definitions:

spGt = Et
[
rGt+1 −

rt
πt+1

]
(A.24)

spBt = Et
[
rBt+1 −

rt
πt+1

]
(A.25)

spGBt = Et
[
rGt+1 − rBt+1

]
(A.26)

Definition of green leverage:

lGt =
bGFt
nt
. (A.27)

Market clearing for labor and capital:

ht = hGt + hBt (A.28)

kt = kGt + kBt . (A.29)

Goods market clearing:

yt = ct + it + g +
κP
2

(πt − π)2 yt +
κFGnt−1

2

(
lGt−1
lt−1
− b∗

)2

. (A.30)

Total volume of green and brown bonds:

bGt = qtk
G
t (A.31)

bBt = qtk
B
t . (A.32)

Bonds market clearing:

bGt = bGFt + bGPt (A.33)

bBt = bBFt + bBPt (A.34)

bt = bGt + bBt . (A.35)

Total factor productivity:

At =
[
1−

(
d0 + d1xt + d2x

2
t

)]
at. (A.36)
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Law of motion of pollution (atmospheric carbon):

xt = (1− δx)xt−1 + et + erow. (A.37)

Emissions function:

et =
(
yBt
)1−ψ

. (A.38)

Fraction of bonds held by the central bank out of total bonds:

µt =
bPt
bt
. (A.39)

Fraction of green bonds held by the central bank out of total central bank’s bonds:

µGt =
bGPt
bPt

. (A.40)

Central bank’s total bonds:

bPt = bGPt + bBPt. (A.41)

Interest rate rule:

rt
r

=
(rt−1

r

)ρr [(πt
π

)φπ (yt
y

)φy]1−ρr
. (A.42)

QE Rule

µt
µ̄

=

(
µt−1
µ̄

)ρµ [(spGt
sp

)φµ (spBt
sp

)φµ]1−ρµ
exp (vqet ) . (A.43)

Green QE rule:

µGt
µ̄G

=

(
µGt−1
µ̄G

)ρG [(yBt
yB

)φG]1−ρG
exp (vgqet ) . (A.44)

Exogenous TFP process:

log (at) = (1− ρa) log (a) + ρa log (at−1) + vat . (A.45)
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B The Steady State

We compute the steady state using the following procedure. We set the steady-state

level of pollution x ex-ante and we compute ζ ex post. We also set erow = 3e. Using

(A.37) we get e:

e = δx
x

4
.

Using (A.38) we get yB:

yB = e
1

1−ψ .

Using (A.46) and a = 1 we get A:

A =
[
1−

(
d0 + d1x+ d2x

2
)]
. (A.46)

In steady state, equations (A.18), (A.21), (A.22) form a system of 3 equations and 3

unknowns (l, sp, ν), which can be solved with a numerical solver:

l =
ν

θ − β (ν · sp)

1 = χ

(
sp · l +

1

β

)
+ ι · l.

ν =χ+ (1− χ) βν

[
sp · l +

1

β

]
,

where:

spG = spB = sp. (A.47)

The Taylor rule, the Phillips curve and the Euler equation jointly yield:

π = π̄

r =
π

β

pI =
ε− 1

ε
.

The Tobin Q equation yields q = 1. Use the spread definition to find rG and rB:

rG = rB = sp+
1

β
. (A.48)
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Use equations (A.16)-(A.17) to find the rental rate of capital:

rGk = rBk =
[
rG − (1− δ)

]
. (A.49)

From now on we express all the equations as a function of y and pB. Parameter ζ:

ζ =
yB(

pB
pI

)−ξ
y
. (A.50)

If ξ 6= 1, we get:

pG =
1

1− ζ

[(
pI
)1−ξ − ζ (pB)1−ξ] 1

1−ξ
. (A.51)

If ξ = 1, we get:

pG =
[
(1− ζ)1−ζ ζζpI

(
pB
)−ζ] 1

1−ζ
. (A.52)

Using (A.7) we get green output:

yG = (1− ζ)

[
pG

pI

]−ζ
y. (A.53)

Using (A.15), we get brown capital:

kB = α
pByB

rB
. (A.54)

Using (A.15), we get green capital:

kG = α
pGyG

rG
. (A.55)

Using the two production functions of basic firms (A.11) and (A.11) we get:

hB =

[
yB

A (kB)α

] 1
1−α

(A.56)

hG =

[
yG

A (kG)α

] 1
1−α

. (A.57)

Using capital market clearing (A.29) we get capital:

k = kG + kB. (A.58)
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Using the law of motion of capital (A.4) we get investment:

i = δk. (A.59)

Using labor demand in the green sector (A.13) we get the wage:

w = (1− α)
pGyG

hG
. (A.60)

Using labor market clearing (A.29) we get aggregate labor:

h = hB + hG. (A.61)

Using equation (A.30) we get consumption:

c = y − i− ḡy, (A.62)

where ḡ is the public spending ratio over GDP, which is a parameter of the model.

Equations (A.50)-(A.62) are functions of y and pB only. This implies that we can find y

and pB by solving the following system of two equations (A.13 and A.3), using a numerical

solver:

w = (1− α) pB
yB

hB

1 =
w

cσhϕ
.

Notice that we have derived all the steady-state values of real and environmental variables

without using µG and µ: this implies that the steady state is independent from QE and

Green QE. This result does not change if we fix ζ ex ante and compute x ex post.

The remaining steady-state values can be easily found using the remaining equations.
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C The Efficient Allocation

The social planner allocation comprises 17 equations for 17 endogenous variables:

Xet ≡
[
het, h

G
et, h

B
et, cet, yet, ket, k

B
et, k

G
et, iet, qet, y

G
et, y

B
et, p

G
et, p

B
et, p

X
et , xet

]
.

The allocation features 1 exogenous shock vat . The 17 equations are the following.

0 = (1− α) pBet
yBet
hBet
− hϕetcσet (A.63)

0 = (1− α) pGet
yGet
hGet
− hϕetcσet (A.64)

1 = qet

{
1− κI

2

(
iet
iet−1

− 1

)2

− κI
iet
iet−1

(
iet
iet−1

− 1

)}
+

+ βEt

[(
cet
cet+1

)σ
qet+1

(
iet+1

iet

)2

κI

(
iet+1

iet
− 1

)]
(A.65)

qet = βEt
[(

cet
cet+1

)σ (αpGet+1y
G
et+1

kGet
+ (1− δ) qet+1

)]
(A.66)

qet = βEt
[(

cet+1

cet

)σ (αpBet+1y
B
et+1

kBet
+ (1− δ) qet+1

)]
(A.67)

yGet =
[
1−

(
D0 +D1xet +D2x

2
et

)]
at
(
kGet−1

)α
h
G(1−α)
et (A.68)

yBet =
[
1−

(
D0 +D1xet +D2x

2
et

)]
at
(
kBet−1

)α
h
B(1−α)
et (A.69)

yet =

[
(1− ζ)

(
yGet
) ξ−1

ξ + ζyBet
ξ−1
ξ

] ξ
ξ−1

(A.70)

yet = cet + iet + g (A.71)

pGet = (1− ζ)
1
ξ

(
yGet
yet

)− 1
ξ

(A.72)

pBet = ζ
1
ξ

(
yBet
yet

)− 1
ξ

− (1− ψ)
(
yBet
)−ψ

pxet (A.73)
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ket = (1− δ) ket−1 +

[
1− κI

2

(
iet
iet−1

− 1

)2
]
iet (A.74)

ket = kGet + kBet (A.75)

het = hGet + hBet (A.76)

pXet =
(D1 + 2D2xet)

[1− (D0 +D1xet +D2x2et)]

(
pGxty

G
xt + pBxty

B
xt

)
+ β (1− δx)Et

[(
cet
cet+1

)σ
pxet+1

]
(A.77)

xet = (1− δx)xet−1 +
(
yBet
)1−ψ

+ erow (A.78)

log (at) = (1− ρa) log (a) + ρa log (at−1) + vat . (A.79)
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